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Abstract
As the fundamental building blocks from which the
control system design progresses, control architectures directly influence the flow of control, ffionitoring
information and the interaction of the manufacturing process components. There is a spectruffi of control architectures and each has varying potential with
respect to the reliability Ifault-tolerance, modifiability lextensibility, and reconfigurability ladaptability
of the control system. The performance of the control
architecture on these dimensions, given the complex
and dynamic environment of automated manufacturing, can ultimately determine the viability of the
automated manufacturing system (AMS). Currently
control architectures are specified using box-and-line
diagraffis, which do not provide any formal way of analyzing the architecture for the aforementioned properties. In this paper we show how the various control
architectures can be formalized. We formalize the
control architectures as architectural styles. Further,
we show how such formalization facilitates analysis
of control architectures for the aforementioned properties. We prove the usefulness of formalizing control
architectures by describing the control architecture
designed for WIDIA-India Ltd.
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Introduction

An "architecture makes systerns from component."
In this sense, it can be said that control architecture
makes a control system from control components.

The control system of an AMS coordinates and directs the parts handling and processing activities
that transform raw rnaterials into tinished products.
The control system therefore, embodies many decision making responsibilities including part scheduling, part routing, and resource allocations within the
manufacturing facility.
It is the function of the control architecture to allocate these decision making responsibilities to specitic
control components. Thus, each control component is
detined by a limited set of manufacturing control decision responsibilities. Further, the control architecture determines the inter-relationships between the
control components, thereby establishing the mechanism for coordinating the execution of those various
decisions.
A control system is based on an implicit or explicit control architecture. The ability of the system to carry out effective decision making will be a
function of how those decision making responsibilities are divided and coordinated. Thus, the control architecture may be said to determine the control system effectiveness. Research into AMS control
has suggested the absolute necessity ofbasing the design of control system upon a sound well-structured
architecture[5]. Currently, control architectures are
represented through box-and-Iine diagrams, and are
described in a high levellanguage like English. Thus
there is no way to formally analyze the architecture
whether it satisties the required properties or not. We
propose the use of software architecture description
languages for formalizing the control architectures.
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Such formalization permit verification of control system properties at the architecturallevel and can also
facilitate automated architectural analysis.
In section 2 we list the architectural requirements
for the control architectures for AMS. In section 3
we outline the four basic control architecture styles,
and how theyare currently represented and the shortcomings of such representations. In section 4 we show
how the various control system styles can be formalized using the software architecture description language TriSL. In section 5 we prove the usefulness of
formalizing control architectures, by describing the
architecture of a real world control system designed
for WIDIA (INDIA) Limited. In section 6 we present
the conclusions and point out the directions for future
work.
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Archit

ect ural

.Modifiability/Extensibility:
Market demands have
given rise to the pursuit of flex.ibility in AMSs.
This flex.ibility must be embodied within the
control architecture. Whether through initial
oversight or unforeseen future requirements or
possibilities, achieving flex.ibility will mean being
able to modify and extend the current architecture. A system is said to be modifiable if changes
to existing elements of the system may be easily
made. A system is extend-able if new elements
may be easily added to the system to augment
the existing level of functionality.
.Reconfiguration/ Adaptability: Modifications and
extensions to control architecture can be expected to occur infrequently; yet, reconfiguratian af the AMS may be expected ta accur aften. This dynarnic runtime recanfiguration is
necessary to accommodate the addition or removal of various manufacturing systerns carnponents while the system is operational. In addition, changes in configuration should be matched
by an adaptive capacity within the control architecture. Such adaptation wauld allaw optimal
control strategies to be applied despite changing
enviranmental conditians.

requirements

for AMS
Achieving technical and economic feasibility in
AMSs will require that several automated manufacturing demands be met by the control architecture. These demands include reliability /faulttolerance, modifiability /extensibility, and reconfigurability / adaptability .
.Reliability/Fault-tolerance:
The environment of
the alltomated mantifacturing system has been
characterized as one with short lead times. This
requires that engineering details(stich as tooling
and other mantifacturing resollrces) be contemplated in order to verify that resollrces are available when and as needed. Nattirally, this availability isstie introduces the importance of reliability and fatilt-tolerance in alltomated manufacturing. Re/iabi/ity may be detined as a measure of the probability that a system component
will operate continuously, conforming to its specitications, withotit experiencing failure. Fau/tt0/erance or fallback indicates the ability of the
system to continue to function, perhaps in a degraded state, despite the occurrence of system
failures.
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Basie

Styles

of Control

Arehi-

teetures
Rapid technological advances in comptiting and commtinications have made it possible to consicler a wide
range ofpossibilities in the design of control architectures. This rapid growth in technology in addition
to the increasingly stringent mantifacturing environment demands has been paralleled by an evolutionary growth in control architectures. Figure 1 diagrams the four basic styles of control architectures.
The boxes represent control components. Circles represent manufacturing entities (robots, AGVs, CNC
machines, etc.). The connecting lines show the control inter-relationships. While each architecture represents a unique approach to the design of the control
system, the general control responsibilities that must
be executed in an AMS are incorporated in each.

bilitics are concentrated in a single location while
simple (non-intelligent) machine controllers are dispersed throughout the manufacturing environment.
The machine controllers execute commands received
from the centralized control facility. Commands are
issued in such a manner as to coordinate the physical manufacturing process. The centralized control
unit receivcs monitoring information from shop-floor
sensors and machine controllers to use in making its
global control decisions.
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The proper hierarchical style is characterized by a
philosophy of levels of control and contain several
Figure 1: The Basic Styles of Control Architectures
control modules arranged in a pyramidal structure.
These distinct levels have their own purpose and
function. All activities of the subordinate (slave)
These responsibilities can be decomposed into level are dictated by the supervisor (master) level and
shop-level, cell-level, and machine-level groups. the subordinates have no recourse but to comply. At
Shop-level responsibilities, which are concerned with the top of the hierarchy is a single, high-Ievel comproduction planning and the master production puter responsible for setting global goals and formuschedule, determine scheduling and routing among lating long-range strategies that commit the entire
cells and allocate global resources to meet production hierarchical structure to a unified and coordinated
requirements. Cell-level responsibilities are focused course of action which would result in the selected
on cell level process planning, local task scheduling, goal or goals being achieved. The control decisions
and inventory management within the cells. Finally, are operated top-down, with status reporting operatthe machine-level responsibilities concentrate on the ing bottom-up(i.e., from slave to master).
execution of specific real-time operations on parts;
whether these involve changes to the parts or sim3.3
Modified
Hierarchical
Style
ply material-handling. As a rule, the level of detail
increases and the time period considered decreases The practical limitations of the proper hierarchias control responsibilities shift from shop-level to cal approach predicate the need for each hierarchimachine-level. While these levels represent general cal level to be designed with some amount of selfcontrol responsibilities with an AMS, they do not sufficiency, or autonomy, with respect to higher levnecessarily correspond to the control component def- els. As suggested by the name, the modified hierarinitions that the control architecture will ultimately
chical form shares many of the characteristics of the
establish.
proper hierarchical control architecture style. Specifically, the concept of levels of control with established
supervisorjsubordinate
relationships is a property of
3.1
Centralized
Style
the modified hierarchical control architecture style.
The centralized style is characterized by a single com- The main distinction between proper and modified
puter (often a mainframe) that performs all planning styles lies in the degree of autonomy of subordinates.
and information processing functions and maintains This highlights the notion of some degree of limited
global databases to record the activities of the whole coordination among subordinates to carry out a secellular system. Shop-level and cell-level responsi- quence of activities initiated by a command from the
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supervisor .
3.4

Heterarchical

edge, wolild end up reinventing the whole style, in
the process of resolving the afibiguities and trying to
understand the style. Further, the box-and-line diagrarns provide no way of analyzing the variolis properties of the architectures (or architectural styles).
For instance, response time, incremental addition of
control, availability of information for decision making, and information ftow bottie necl:sare sofie of the
properties an architect wolild want to analyze at the
architectural level.
This motivates for an formalism in which the architectures and styles can be expressed unambigliously
and also additional information like properties, can
be represented in an analyzable fashion. The formalism sholild also allow the inventor of the style to
express the constraints in which it can be used. Many
of the ambiguities arise in specifying the context in
which the style is appropriate or can be used. This
motivates the requirement for specification of constraints as a part of the styles. It wolild be better if
the formalism allows alitomatic checking of whether
a style is applicable in the current context. For this
we need a system which wolild take the specification
of the style and also a specification of the architecture we are trying to build and with respect to the
context of our architectural requirements, wolild tell
us, whether the style is applicable or not.
Software architecture description languages provide a linguistic approach to formalization of architectures and styles.

Style

Heterarchical styles have distributed locally autonomous entities that communicate with other entities without the master/slave relationship found in a
hierarchical architecture style. The central notion of
heterarchical style is the pursuit of full local autonomy and a cooperative approach to global decision
making. There are no external higher levels of control in the cooperative architecture. Naturally, under a cooperative scheme there are no master/slave
relationships between control components in the system. Further, supervisory decision making is located
locally at the point of information gathering rather
than in a centrallocation. For a detailed overview on
the evolution of control architectures for AMS refer
to [3].
3.5

Current

representations

of

the

styles
Figure 1 is a typical architecture (or architectural
style) diagram used to describe architectures (or
styles). Such diagrams are accompanied by descriptions in a natural language like English. They attempt at conveying the rationale behind the style.
Primarily the representations use boxes and lines.
The boxes represent components and the all that lilles
stand for is, whenever there is a lille between t wo
boxes, theyare related in "some" way.
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3.6

Shortcomings

of the

box-and-line

Formalizing

the

styles

using

TriSL

diagrams
Firat of all, boxes and lines are not suflicient to express the rich variety of component types and interaction types that are present in control architectures.
Box-and-line diagrams grossly fail to capture interactiqns, the lines could only specify relationship among
components. Often users flnd a whole lot of issues
that are not addressed or ambiguously specifled by
such informal box-and-line diagrams. The user will
either carry forward these ambiguities in his architecture also, or if he has suflicient time and knowl4

Software Architecture
Description
Languages
(ADLs) provide linguistic constructs for representing
the various aspects of architectures. Components,
porta (interfaces of components), Connectors (an
abstraction of interaction among components), and
roles (the roles the participanta of an interaction
play) form the basic building blocks [4, 2]. ADLa
derive their expressiveness from the connector
construct which provides an elegant and concise
way of capturing the pattern of interaction between
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components [1].
ADLa facilitate reusability by
providing constructs to represent architectural styles
and architectural element types.
Current ADLs provide features which allow user to
represent a style. Few of them allow for specification
of constraints. But none of them, have a rich type
system as in TriSL [6], which would allow specification and automatic verification of operation specific
constraints. The sty/e construct can be used to represent architectural styles. The constraints /anguage
of TriSL, allows the architects to formally specify the
constraints of the style. The operation specijic constraints of TriSL and the TriSL type system together
makes it possible for automatic checking of style conformance of architecture descriptions.

Figure 3: A system conforming to Proper Hierarchica! Style

of the architecture in the vocabulary of the domain,
makes it easy to communicate the characteristics of
the architecture to the stake holders easy.
In figure 7 the centralized style for control architectures is specified. Starting from the name of the style,
every architectura! element type names directly correspond to the entities found in the control systems
domain. Further this facilitate reuse of the design
expertise captured in the form of styles and architectura! element types. Architectura! design reuse
is the highest level of reuse in the software systems.
4.1
Domain
Specific
Vocabulary
Comparing this richness and expressivenessof archiTypes
tectura! element types to capture domain specific voThe type construct of TriSL can be used to cap- cabulary, with the box-and-line diagrams, it is eviture domain specific vocabulary and information in dent that box-and-line diagrams are not appropriate
a reusable form. This allows the architect to think for architectural descriptions.
and work in the vocabulary of the domain. An architecture is used as a basis for creating mutual un- 4.2
Constraints
on Composition
derstanding, forming consensus, and communicating
among most if not all of the system's stake holders. TriSL allows specification of constraints that charThe stake holders range from customer, user, project acterize the rationale behind a style (a type), and
manager to coder and tester. Having the elements specify the context in which the style (or type) can
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Figure 4: A system conforming to Modified Hierarchical Style

Figure 5: A system conforming to Heterarchical Style

that box-and-line diagrams are not able to capture.
Typically, in the case of box-and-line representation
of architectures, constraints are described in a high
level language like English, which is prone to ambiguity.

be used. Styles also specify the topology in which
the components and connectors in that style are connected together. TriSL allows specification of constraints on composition, by allowing the architect to
attach constraints to port and role types. These constraints are checked when an architectural element
is composed (i.e. attached, which is a basic form
of composition in architectures) with another. The
other form of composition is the hierarchical refinement of an element. In this casethe onbind and onunbind constructs can be used to specify the compositional constraints.

4.3

The type definitions in the style, given in figure 7
shows how such constraints on composition can be
specified. The granularity of specification of constraints in TriSL is very fiiler. In the style specified in figure 7 the role types specify constraints to
be satisfied when instances of it are attached to a
port. It should be noted that the onattach says that
it is checked only for the attach operation. In this
case the other form of composition, refinement, is
not constrained. This shows how flexible and pOWerful operation specific constraints are. Contrasting
this with the box-and-Iine diagram representation of
architectures, we can see the amount of information
6

Use of Polyrnorphic
Constraints

Operands

in

Types, constraints and subtypes form a powerful
combination. Types are used to capture the essence
of a structure. Constraints are used to capture the
invariants to be maintained to preserve the essence
of the structure. Subtypes are used to refine or customize types. How can a type specify constraints so
that they don 't become obstructive when the type
is subtyped? None of the present ADLs provide
a solution to this problem. TriSL provides an elegant solution for this problem through its operation specific constraints, subtypes and the subtype
operator, <:. The constraints can specify that the
operand may be of any type which is a subtype of
a given type. Such polymorphic operands in constraints allow generic constraint specification and also
ensure ordered type (and hence architecture) evolution. The role type definitions and port type defi-

nitions in the heterarchical style specification given
in figure 10 shows how to use polymorphic operands
in constraints. Comparing this with the box-and-line
diagrams, we can see that there is no way of constraining the way in which the control architectures
can evolve. Such constraints can be automatically
verified and enforced. This makes ADLs like TriSL,
the most suited tool for formalizing control architectures.
The formal TriSL specification of the four basic
styles of control architectures are given in Figures 7,
8, 9, and 10. Visual representation of example systems that conform to these styles are given in Figures
2, 3, 4, 5.
Figure 6: WIDIA system architecture diagram
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The

WIDIA

Control

System

Architecture
The system described in this section is the architecture of the Flexible manufacturing Cell (FMC) of
WIDIA(INDIA)
Limited. The FMC is for manufacturing various types of products like tool holders and
milling cutters. The issues to be addressed by the
architecture are:
.Control

model. This motivates for customizing the proper
hierarchical style by extending it with a replicator
connector type. Figure Ilshows the customized hierarchical style, which extends the proper hierarchical
style specifled in flgure 8. Fault-tolerance is achieved
by having a replicated fallback controller component
and the data bases of the t wo controller components
are synced through the replicator connector. Here
the subtyping feature provided by TriSL is used to
customize the style.

and Scheduling

.Database
.Network
.Integration

management
management
of the various control components

.Fault-tolerance

The flgure 12 gives the system architecture description of the WIDIA FMC system. The TriSL system
can verify the fact that this system architecture conforms to the customized hierarchical style given in
flgure 11, in spite of this not being explicitly mentioned in the speciflcation. This veriflcation assures
that the system architecture indeed conform to all
the properties of the customized hierarchical style.
Such automatic veriflcation is a major advantage of
formalizing control architectures, and something that
box-and-line diagrams cannot provide for. Figure 6
gives the visual representation of the system architecture.

In the light of these issues, now let us look at the
box-and-line representation and the formal representation in TriSL. How can we analyze the various styles
for the aforementioned properties? Box-and-Iine diagraffis provide no more information than the name of
theffi. Whereas the TriSL specification of the styles
allows us to compare the various styles for the properties we are looking for .
Considering the size of the FMC and the future extensibility a proper hierarchical style is chosen. However, we could see that the fault-tolerance factor is
not sufliciently addressed by the proper hierarchical
7
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Automated manufacturing systems place high demands on control architectures. Reliability and faulttolerance, modifiabilityand extensibility, and reconfigurabilityand adaptability are key design properties of control architectures. Box-and-line diagrams
are not expressive enough to capture these properties. Formal representation of architectures using an
ADL, facilitates expression and verification of these
properties.
The behavioral aspects of the control architectures
can also be formalized. Automatic code generation
(to the extent p088ible) can be done by creating
and using domain specific component and connector
types. Domain specific tools can take the architectural specifications as input and analyze for issues
like dead lock, performance, etc.
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8t)'le Centralized-CA

is

compt Central-ControllerT 18
port t Data-Access-PortT;
port t Command-Issue-PortT;
end
compt

Global-DBT
is
po..tt Data-Manip-PortT;

end;
compt

Manufacturing-ElementT
18
po..tt Command-Receive-PortT;

end;

connt DB-ConnectorT Is
1"oletData-Access-RoleTIs
onattach ensure (typeof(po1"t) (: Data-Access-PortT);
end;
1"oletData-Provide-RoleT Is
onattach ensu1"e(typeof(po1"t) (: Data-Manip-PortT) ;
end;
end;
connt

Command-ConnectorT is
rolet Command-Issue-RoJeT is
onattach ensure (typeof(port)
end;
rolet Command-Receive-RoJeT is
onattach ensure (typeof(port)
end;

<: Command-Issue-PortT)

;

<: Command-Receive-PortT)

;

end;
attach

Central-ControllerT .Data-Access-PortT
DB-ConnectorT .Data-Access-R.oleT;

to

attach

DB-ConnectorT .Data-Provide-R.oleT
Gloabl-DBT .Data-Manip-PortT;

attach

Central-ControllerT .Command-lssue-PortT to
Command-ConnectorT .Command-lssue-R.oleT;

attach

Command-ConnectorT .Command-Receive-R.oleT to
Manufacturing-ElementT .Command-Receive-PortT ;

to

end;

Figure 7: TriSL Spec for Centralized Style
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.Ad;
camp'
51.._CoA'roU.rT
I.
par"
D.'.-Acc
PortT;
par"
D.ci.io.-R.c.;..-PortT;
par"
Comm..d-I
PortT;

..d;
eomp' 01ob0}-DBT 1.
porl\ DaOa-Maa;p-PorOT;
..d;
eomp' Loc&I-DBT I.
porl\ D.Oa-Maa;p-PorOT;
.ad;
eomp' MaaufacIan..-El.m.aOT
1.
porl\ Commaad-R.C.;v.-PorOT;
..d;
eo..'

Ma.O.r-SJav.-Co.a.dorT
1.
rol.' Ma.O.r-Roi.T 1.
o..".e~
r. ('~p.o'(por')
..d,
rol.' Slav.-Rol.T 1.
o.a"ae~
(t~p.o'(por')
..d,

<, D.ci.;oa-Aaao.ac.-PorlT),
<, D.c..;oa-R.c.;v.-PorlT),

a.d,
co..'

DB-Co...dorT
1.
rol.' DaOa-Acc
Roi.T 1.
o.a"ae~ ...or.
(t~p.o'(por')
..d,
rol.' D&Oa-Prov;d.-Roi.T 1.
o.."&C~ ..&or. (t~p.o'(por')
..d;

<, DaOa-Acc

PorlT);

<, DaO&-M&.;p-PorlT),

..d;
co..'

..d;

Comma.d-Co.a.dorTI.
rol.' Co~m&.d-I..a.-Roi.T
1&
o.a"ac~ ...or.
(t~p.of(por')
..d;
rol.' Comm&ad-R.c.;v.-Roi.T
1.
o.a"&c~
(t~p.of(por')
.od;

<, Co~~&ad-I..a.-PorlT);
<, Co~~aad-Roc.;v.-PorlT);

al\ac~ M&.'.r-Co.Oron.rT. D&o&-Acc
PorlT 'o
DB-Co.a.dorT.
D&o&-Acc
Rol.T;
al\ac~ DB-Coaa.do.T .D&O&-Prov;d.-Roi.T 'o
0Io&bI-DBT. D&'&-M&a;p-PorlT;
al\ac~ SI&v.-Coa'.on..T .D&Oa-Acc
PorlT 'o
DB-Coaa.do.T .D&O&-Acc Roi.T,
a"ac~ DB-Coaa.cOo.T .D&Oa-P.ov;d.-Rol.T to
Loc&1-DBT .D&O&-M&a;p-Porl T;
a"ac~ C.aO.0}-CoaO.on..T .D.ci.;0.-A.aoaac.-PorlT
M&.O.r-Slav.-Co.a.do.T
.M&.0..-RoIoT;
a"ac~ Ma.O.r-Slav.-Coaa.do.T.Sl&v.-RoIoT
SI&v.-Coa'.on..T. D.c;.;0.-R.c.;v.-PorlT,
al\ac~ Slav.-CoaO.on..TCom~&.d-I..a.-PorlT
Co~maad-Coa..do.T.
Comm&.d-I

'o

to
to
RoIoT,

al\ac~ Co~ma..d-Co..a.cOo.T .Comma..d-R.c.;v.-RoIoT to
M&a..f.cO..n. .-Elom.aO T. Comm&ad-R.c.;v.-Porl T;
eod;

Figure 8: 1fiSL Spec for Proper Hierarchical Style
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M.nDf.ctD n. rE..m.nt T. Comm.nd-R.c ei..- Port T,
a..ac~ SI
Cont.oU..T .M
5.-S.nd-PortT .o
I Dt. .-SI.._Com p-CODn .do. .S.nd..-RoI.T ;
a..ac~ IDt..-SI
Comp-CoDD.do..R.cei
Rnl.T .0
SI
CoDt.oU..T. M
5.-R.c.;._PortT
,
..d,

Figure 9: TriSL Spec for Modified Hierarchical Style
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.tyle

H.t.,.Khk01-CA

I.

eompt Con.,ol-Compon.n.T I.
portt M..c-S.nd-Po,.T
I.
o..t..eh
e
(typeof(,ol.)
<, M..c-S.nd-Rol.T);
..d;
portt M..c-R.e.;._Po"T
I.
o..tt.e~
(typ.o«rol.)
<, M..C-Rec.i._RoleT);
..d;
po,tt Comm.nd-I..n_Po"T;
portt D
Acc
Po"T;
..d;
eompt D
B...T I.
portt D
M.nip-Po,.T;
..d;
eompt M.nnf.c..nnc-El.m.n.T
I.
portt Comm.nd-R.c.i..-Po,.T;
e.d;
eo..t DB-Conn.c.o,T I.
rol.t D
Acc
RoleT I.
o..tt.e~
(typ.o«port)
<, D.._Aec
Po"Tl;
e.d;
,ol.t D
P,o.;d.-Rol.T
I.
o..tt.e~
e
(typeo«port)
<, D
M.nip-Po,.T);
e.d;
..d
eo.~t 1...,-Co..,oI-Comp-Conn.c.o,T
I.
,olet M..c-S.nd-Rol.T
I.
o..tt.e~
e
(typ.o«port)
<, M..C-S..d-Po"T);
e.d;
,olet M
R.c.i.-Rol.T
I.
o..tt.e~
'.(.ypeo«port)
<, M..c-R.ce;..-Po,.T);
..d;
e.d;
eo..t Comm..d-Co.n.e.o,T
I.
rolet Comm..d-I
Rol.T I.
o..tt.eh
e
(.yp.o«po,t)
<, C.mm..d-I
P."T);
..d;
,ol.t Comm..d-R.c.;..-Rol.T
I.
o..tt.eh
(typ.o«port)
<, Comm..d-R.c.;._P."T);
e.d;
..d;
.tt.e~

Con.,oI-Co-po.en.T.M
S..d-Po"T to
Co..,oI-Com p-Co...c.o,T ;
In
Con.,oI-Comp-Conn.c.o,T .M..C-Rec.;.-RoleT
Con.,ol-Compon.n.T .M..C-R.c.;..T;
In

.tt.e~
.tt.e~
.t..e~
.tt.e~
.tt.e~

to

Con.,oI-Compo..n.T.D
Acc
Po"T to
DB-Co...c.o,T
.D
Acc
Rol.T ;
DB-Conn.c.o,TD
P,o.id_RoleT to
D
B...T D
M.n;p-Po,. T;
Co..,oI-Compon.n.T
.Comm.nd-I
Po,.T to
Com_.nd-Conn.c.o,T.
Comm.nd-I..n.-Rol.T
;
Co__.nd-Conn.e.o,T
.Co_m.nd-R.c.;..-Rol.T
to
M.n .f.e. nnn...El._.n. T. Com _.nd-R.c.;..-Po"T
;

end;

Figure 10: TriSL Spec for HeterarchicaJ Style

Figure 11: TriSL spec for Customized Hieararchical style
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.y.l.m

WIDIA-PMC I.
Im porl C..\omi.ed-H...&rchkal-CAi
Ho.\Comp , M&.\er-Co.\rollerT;
CeIlCo.\roller , SI&ve-Co.\,ollerT;
CeIlCo.\,oller-PB,
SI&ve-Co.\,ollerTi
Ho.\DB , Glob&1-DBTi
CelICo.\roller-DB,
Loc&1-DBT;
CelICo.\roller-PB-DB,
Loc&1-DBT;
MCl ,M&..f&c\.ri.s-Eleme.\T;
MC2 ,M&..f&c\.n.S-Eleme.\T;
MC3 ,M&..f&c\.ri.s-Eleme.\T;
AGVC , M&..f&c\.n.S-Eleme.\T;
RGVC M&..f&c\.n.S-Eleme.\T;

Ho.\-DB-Co..ec\or'
DB-Co..ec\o,T;
CelICo.\roller-DB-Co..ec\o"
DB-Co..ec\orT;
CelICon\,oller-PB-DB-Co..ec\or,
DB-Connec\o,Ti
H O.\-10-CelICon\roller-Con
Replic&\ion-Co.nec\o"

Comm&ndD;.p&\cher

nec\or
M&.\er-SI&ve-Connec\orT
Replic&\o,-Connec\orT;

;

Comm&nd-Con.ec\o,Ti

.11.c~ Ho.\Comp.D&\&-Acce..-Por\T
lo
Ho.\-DB-Con nec\or .D&..- A cce..-RoleT ;
.11.ch Ho.\-DB-Con.ec\or.D&\&-P,ovid..RoleT
10
Ho.\DB.D&\&-M&.ip-Por\T;
.11.c~ Ho.\Comp. Deci.;on-A.non.ce-Po..T
10
Ho.\-10-CelICon\rolle~Con nec\or .Deci.;on-A ..onn c..RoleT ;
.1..c~ Ho.I-.0-CelICon.roller-Connec\or.
Deci.;o.-Receive-RoleT .0
CelICon\rolle, .Deci.;on-Receive-Por\ T;
c~ Ho.\-.o-CelICon\roller-Connec.or.Deci.;on-Rece;ve-RoleT
.0
CeIlCon\roller-PB. Dec;.;o.-Rec eive-Por\ T;
ch CelICon.roller. D&\&-Acce..-Po..T .0
CeIlCon\rolle~DB-Connec\or. D&\&-Acce..-RoleT;
ch CelICon\rolle~DB-Connedor.D&.&-P,ovide-RoleT
.0
CeIlCon\rolle~DB .D.\&- M&D;P-PO..T;
c~ CelICon.rolle~PB.D..&-Acce..-Po..T
.0
CeIlCon\roller-PB-DB-CoD nec.or .D&\&-A cce..-RoleT ;
ch CelICo..roller-PB-DB-Connec\or.D
Provide-RoleT .0
CeIlCon\roller-PB-DB. D.\&-M&nip-Po.. T;
c~ CelICoD.roller-PB-DB.D&\.-M&.ip-Po..T
.0
Replic&\ion-Co.Dec\or .\.r&e\;
c~ Replic&.ioD-CoDDec.or..o.rce .0
CeIlCo.\rolle r-DB .D.\&-M.nip- Por\ T i
c~ CeIlCoD\roller.Comm.nd-rnne-Po..T
.0
Com m&DdD;.p&\cher .Comm&Dd- rnDe-RoleT ;
c~ CeIlCon\roller-PB.Comm&nd-rnne-Por\T
.0
Com m&DdD;.p&.cher .Comm&.d-rn De-RoleT ;
ch Comm.ndD;.p&\cher.Comm&nd-Receive-RoleT
.0
MC1.Comm&nd-Recive-Por\T;
ch Comm.ndD;.p&.cher.Comm&nd-Receiv..RoleT
.0
MC.. Comm.nd-Reciv..Po..T ;
..I.c~ Comm&DdD;.p&\cher.Comm&.d-Receive-RoleT .0
MC3. Com m&Dd-Recive-Po.. T;
ch Comm&DdD;.p&\cher.Comm&.d-Receive-RoleT .0
AGVC Comm&nd-Recive-Po.. T;
c~ Comm&ndD;.p&\cher.Comm&.d-Receive-RoleT .0
RGVC .Com m&nd-Recive-Po.. T,
.hd

Figure 12: TriSL specification of the WIDIA system architecture
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